Online event starting in an hour: "Expand the tools to address the barriers experienced by migrant women in democratic life (in Spain)", in Spanish and English

EXPANDIR HERRAMIENTAS PARA ABORDAR BARRERAS Y QUE LAS MUJERES MIGRANTES PARTICIPEN EN LA VIDA DEMOCRÁTICA

Jesús Marilyn Padilla Flores  
Marisol Herrero Trasloriña  
Belinda Ntutumu

SOCIAL WORKERS PARTY - PSOE

Nationalized Spanish, Lic. in psychology in Colombia, with study in management of organizations and International Solidarity Action of Europe. The association works for the human rights of migrant women and social justice. Since 2011 she has been a member of the PSOE, she has been secretary of Diversity in the Socialist Group of Getafe and promoter of the Latino group in the federal PSOE. She is currently mayor, in the municipality of Robregordo, in the community of Madrid, period (2023-2027) being the first Latin American woman in that position in Spain.

Marisol Herrero Trasloriña


Inscripciónes:
PODEMOS

Of Afro-Spanish descent, and Afromuciana, agroenvironmental technique, TRAGSA, secretary of Afromurcia on the move, member of the State group Regularization Ya, Territorial Coordinator of CNAAE MURCIA (African Black Community and Afro-descendant in Spain) FAAM Group activist Marchas por la Dignidad in Murcia (Federation of African Associations in Murcia) STOP RACISM.

She participated as a candidate for the Murcia City Council by PODemos in the last Municipal elections of 28 May 2023 in the Region of Murcia.

Inscripciones:

Popular Party - PP

Born in the city of Santa Cruz, Bolivia, she is a resident in the municipality of Parla, community of Madrid.

He is an activist for democracy in Bolivia.

A participated in the municipal and regional elections of May 28, 2023 in Spain as a candidate for the Parla Council

Popular Party - PP.

Inscripciones:
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